Hexaminolevulinate in the Management of Nonmuscle Invasive Bladder Cancer: A Meta-Analysis.
Objective: The objective of this study was to assess the effect of photodynamic diagnosis (PDD) using hexaminolevulinate on the diagnostic and therapeutic outcomes in nonmuscle invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC) patients. Methods: PubMed, Embase, and the Cochrane Library databases together with conference proceedings were searched. Results: Recurrence-free survival was significantly higher at 3, 6, 9, and 12 months in the PDD groups than in the white light cystoscopy (WLC) groups with the cumulative values of differences in recurrence rates at different follow-up intervals ranging from 8% to 11%. PDD identified additional tumors in 25% of all NMIBC patients and in 35% of carcinoma in situ (CIS) patients. In a patient-based analysis mean sensitivity of PDD versus WLC for all tumor detection was 94% and 84%, respectively. The assessed patient-based specificity was comparable for PDD and WLC in all types of tumors (55-56%); however, in CIS it was higher for PDD (82% vs. 72%). Conclusions: The meta-analysis confirms that PDD in conjunction with WLC detects significantly more tumors than WLC alone. Better diagnostic abilities of PDD transpose to significantly lower short-term recurrence rates after transurethral resection procedure and may improve treatment of NMIBC patients.